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An Electroweak Enigma: Hyperon Radiative Decays 

Goals. The main thrust of ttlls experiment will be to measure the 
asymmetry parameter for the electroweak decay r+ -+p2S' and verify its 
branching ratio. As a secondary goal we will measure, or set new upper 
limits for, the branching ratio of the electroweak decay 3--+r-(f. Since 
the 3- are expected to be polarized. information on the asymmetry 
parameter may also be available. 

Motiviation. The reactions r+ -+p2S' and =--+r-2S' represent a class 
of baryon radiative decays which are strangeness changing. h,mce 
requiring both weak and electromagnetic contributions. This feature 
allows a unique opportunity to test our understanding of the interplay of 
weak and electromagnetic theory as applied to the underlying quark 
structure of the baryons. This real ization is not new; theorists have 
urged their experimental colleagues to investigate the properties of these 
decays for decades. However these are very difficult experiments and the 
statistical quality and systematic uncertainties of present data does not 
lend itself to hard conclusions. Whether these few experiments have 
obfuscated the issue or are indications of fundamental 
misunderstandings is unclear. What is clear is that modern high energy, 
high intenSity polarized hyperon beams have shown themselves to be 
unique instruments ideally suited to the study of such rare decay 
processes. 

The hyperon eJectroweak decays include the following reactions. The 
branching ratios and values of the decay asymmetry perameter, 0<(1, are 

from the current Particle Data Group(1984) compllatton 

Branching Ratio 0<(1 

r+-+p2S' (1.20 ± 0.13) )( 10 -3 -0.72 ± 0.29 
=--+r-(1 <1.2 x 10-3 

=.o-+A(1 (5.0 ± 5.0) )( 10 -3 
2°-+ro?f <7.0 )( 10 -3 
Q--+=-1$ <3.1 )( 10-3 
A-+n(f 

The paucity of experimental data relevant to these decays is striking. 
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Only for t+-+p11 is there allJ information on the spin structure of the 
oecay. Note that we 00 not IncluOe the reaction t°-+"11 since this an 
electromagnetic oecay not Involving the weak interactions. 

We point out that the mechanism of these radiative oecays have 
common features with two other problems of current interest. These 
involve the ~I = 1/2 rule and the E/E' ratio in kaon decay. The 
non-leptonic Hamiltonians for these three problems are closely related. 
Insights, either experimental or theoretical, gleaned from one of these 
problems may be extremely relevant to the understanding of the others. 

We propose to look at the decay of polarized r+ -+pCf and :r-+r-Cf with 
a modern apparatus and measure both their branching ratios and the 
distribution of their decay products with respect to the initial hyperon 
polarization direction. We will have statistics of 104-105 events, at 
least two orders of magnitude larger than all of the previous experments 
for the t+ decay. Our systematic and statistical uncertainties will be 
such as to produce unambiguous results. 

The flux and polarization of r+ and =- hyperons have not as yet been 
measured at Tevatron energies. Not only is this measurement essential to 
our determination of the r+ asymmetry parameter, but it is of irtlerent 
interest in itself. 

Theoretical Background. The transition matrix for the general 
electroweak oecay 

B(p) -+B'(pi) +11(0) 

where B and B' refer to the initial and final state baryon can be taken 
from Marshak 

wherep. p' and 0 are the 4-momenta of the respective particles and EU is 

the polarization vector of the photon. We can write the branching ratio 
(BR) as 

while the asymmetry parameter oct$ Is given by 
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Knowing 0<($, we can determine the relative magnitude of the odd (a) and 

even (b) parity amplitudes. We can measure O<(f from the center of mass 

angular distribution of the decay baryons relative to the initial hyperon 
spin direction 

where OB and PB, are unit vectors in the direction of the initial hyperon 

polarization and the momentum of the decay baryon respectively. 
Early work to describe the E+....p?J decay centered on "pole models" 

but these had difficulty predicting both the measured rate and the 
asymmetry parameter [Graham and Pakvasa (1965), Farrar (1971), 
Holstein (1971), Gavroglu and Gottlieb (1974)1. 

The constituent Quark model has worked well in giving us an 
Understanding of the baryon magnetic moments ("'20!t». It is instructive 
to consider the radiative decays in the same conte)(t. The basic diagram 
involves the conversionof an s quark to a d quark with the emission of a 
photon. 

ds 

In an illuminating historical digression at the begiMing of Kogan and 
Shifman (1983), they point out that such diagrams lead to branching ratios 
which are much too small for the E+....p?J decay. 
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Gilman and Wise (1979), without looking at a particular model, 
attempt to see if a consistent picture of these electroweak decays can be 
made from the general assumption that they all arise from a strange Quark 
decaying Into a down Quark with the emission of a photon. Gilman and 
Wise normal ize these diagrams to the measured rate for r+-tp(S' and with 
this normalization they are then able to predict the other decay rates. 

Predicted t1easured 

l\"'n3' 2.2 x 10-2 

E--tr-(1 1.1 x 10 -2 < 1.2 x 10-3 

E°-tr°(1 9.1 )( 10-3 < 7.0 )( 10-3 

=.0"'1\(1 4.0 x 10-3 < (5.0t5.0) x 10 -3 

0-"'='-3' 4.1 x 10-2 < 3.1 x 10-3 

It is clear that the experimental upper 1 imits of the E- and 0- electroweak 
branching ratios are not consistent with that of the r+ in this picture. 

We can look at the effects of the simplest four quark diagram 

As applied to the decay r+-tp(1 

u ----u 

where the photon could come from a~ of the Quark lines. It was 
emphasized by (e.g. Rudaz, 1984) that such diagram could give substantial 
contributions to the r+ -tp(1 rate but could not contribute to =.-"'r-(S' or 
Q-"'2-(S' since neither the initial 2- or Q- contain a valence u Quark. 

There is a class of diagrams [Gilman and Hagelin (1979). Eeg (1982), 
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Shifman et al.. (1977)] that are believed to play an important role in 
hyperon non-Ieptonic decays (61=1/2 and octet enhancement) and in 
neutral kaon decays (f/f'). These are the penguin diagrams which have one 
or more gluon Jines connecting the Quarks 

w 

Our electroweak decays would be of this variety but with a photon being 
emitted from one of the Quark lines. A photon emitted from an e)(ternal 
Quark Iine is directly connected with the diagrams relevant to 61=1/2 and 
E/E'. A photon emitted from the internal Quark loop would be unique to 
the radiative decays and might allow new insights into the interplay of the 
weak and electromagnetic interactions. It seems the ::- and Q- radiative 
decays may be a third way to probe these penguin contributions although 
Qual itative computations give branching ratios which are too small (Eeg. 
1982). 

Lower bounds to these branching ratios can be derived from unitarity 
limits as was first pointed out by Kawaguchi and Nishijima (1956). Iso and 
Kawaguchi (1956) and more recently by Kogan and Shifman (1983). The 
following diagram illustrates this for::--+~-~ 

....-----\ .... 
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This can be broken up into two parts. There is a part which is given by the 
known 8- two body decay rates and a photoproduction part which can be 
estimated. This kind of estimation has been attempted by a number of 
authors. Kogan and Shifman (1983) estimate also the real part for these 
reactions so they are able to compute abranching ratio. 

Branching Ratio 

8-....~-?f 1.7 x 10-4 

Q-....S-?f (1.0-1.5) x 10 -5 

r+ ....p?f "-10 -3 

Symmetry principles were recognized at an early date as Impossing 
important constraints on the radiative decays. Hara In 1964 showed that 
the current-current form of the weak interaction combined with the 
assumption of left handed currents, CP invariance. and U spin symmetry 
required the asymmetry parameter in these reactions to be zero in the SU;s 
limit. 

It was thought that these reactions would be Iikely places to search for 
right handed currents (Ahmed and Ross, 1975); however more recent work 
(Shifman et aI, 1978) indicate that these effects shOUld be unimportant. If 
a large and negative value of O<?f were to be established, as present 

experiments indicate, we would have to rethink the role of the symmetry 
principles assumed by Hara. 

In the recent hyperon workshop. Rudaz (1984) reminded us that If we 
rela)C the requirement of Uspin symmetry we can write 0<1$ for the decay 

i:+ ....p1$ as 

0<1$ =(ms2 - md2)/ (ms2 + md2) 

"" +0.5 

This has the opposite sign from the present e)(perimental data. 
Numerous attempts have been made to reconcile the measured large 
negative value of O<?f but none are entirely convincing and the problem still 

remains an enigma. 
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Current Experimental Status. The current experimental situation 
has been reviewed by Bourquin and Repellin (1984). We note that almost 
all of the relevant data on the decay r+~p(f comes from two bubble 
chamber experiments: Gershwin et al (1969) and Manz et al (1980). We 
summarize these experiments below 

Gershwin et at Manz et at 

Detector LBL 25" HBC HYBUC 
Number of events 31 (61 for O<C() 35 

r+~pC(/r+ ~P1To (x103) 2.76:t0.51 2.11:t0.38 
(xc( -1.03 _0.42+0.52 -0.53 -0.36+0.38 

The asymmetry and rate as given by the Particle Data Group are 

(X?5 =-0.72 :t 0.29 

One notes that the two measurements are consistent althought the 
individual errors on (X?5 are Quite large. The average for 0<?5 is almost 

three standard deviations from zero. However, this sample contains 
on1 y about one hundred events. 

THE EXPER.IMENT 

Design Strategy. The first priority of this proposal is to study the 
decay r+~p?5 with the goal of a definitive measurement of (X?5 and a 

confirmation of the branching ratiO. As a secondary priority we plan to 
study the decay =-~r-?5. The only experimental information available on 
this decay is an upper limit on the branching ratio. As noted above, its 
branching ratio is predicted from unitarity arguments. We wiH measure 
or set new upper limits to the branching ratio. The statistical precision 
of (xc( for =-~r-1f wltl depend on the value of the branching ratio. 

http:0.42+0.52
http:2.11:t0.38
http:2.76:t0.51
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These two reactions has similarities which we hope to exploit. Both 
parent particles (r+ and S-) constitute a 1-2" beam fraction (350 GeVIc) 
at 10 m from their production target. Both decay to a fast forward 
charged baryon and a single photon. High resolution spatial dectectors 
will measure the Idnldng charged trajectories and a spectrometer 
determines the secondary baryon momentum. A novel application of a 
transition radiation detector (TRD) which determines the photon 
conversion point to high accuracy is followed by an array of lead glass 
blocles which determines its energy. 

The major background in the r+ case will come from the much more 
copious decay r+-+pn° ("'52!t:). The r+-+p(J' and r+ -+pn° decays have 
similar final state particles and kinematics, thus providing a challenge to 
the trigger. We will use the fact that the background r+-+pn° reaction 
will give us two photons and reject a substantial number ("'50") on that 
basis. A fast processor wlJl require coplanarity of the three tracks of 
th2 d2cay r+ -+p(J' thus r2ducing th2 background by about another ord2r of 
magnitude. Note that our desired decay and its background occur at a 
relative rate of "'1:500. and a trigger which reduces this by a factor of 
ten would be acceptable. 

Off line we have sufficient precision in the measurement of the r+ and 
the proton momentum vectors to dfstinqulsh the two reactiOns by their 
Characteristic missing mass (0 versus nO). A measurement of the 0 angle 
and energy will then provide enough redundancy to make the identification 
unequivocal. 

The clean identification of the reaction S--+r-o probably requires that 
we measure the magnitude of the r- momentum as well as its direction 
This requirement. through Its constraint on the r- I ifetlme of the 
accepted events, reduces our acceptance for this decay by about an order 
of magnitude. Depending on the nature of the background, it might be 
sufficient to measure just the photon energy. not its direction, using the 
two lead glass arrays which restores a factor of "'2 in acceptance. This 
may be feasible because there is no copiously produced state with similar 
kinematiCS as there is with the r+. The only serious source of background 
is from the decay chairt S--+I\n-. I\-+nn°, n°-+($($. This should be easily 
distinguishable off line. 

It is interesting to note that contained in the same trigger as the 
8--+r-(J' events will be a small sample of Q--+8-(J' decays. These may be 
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separable from the =-...r-Cf sample thus providing an estimate of the 
branching ratto. 

Experimental Configuration. The experimental configuration is 
depicted in Figure 1. Shown is the Proton Center hyperon targetting 
magnet with a curved channel which would allow beams of at least 350 
GeV/c. The identical channel used in E497 and E715 would be acceptable 
f or this experiment. 

Directly downstream of the hyperon targetting magnet are a set of 
two silicon strip detector stations (SOl, 502) which would measure the 
position and angle of the beam particles. These detectors need only have 
an active area of about 1 cm2 each and measure the position of beam 
tracks to 10pm in each coordinate. Resolutions are given in standard 
deviations (0) unless noted. Althought we require high spatial resolution 
from these detectors, we are deal ing with only a single track traversing 
them. 

We taKe as the origin of our coordinate system the exit aperture of 
the hyperon targeting magnet. Note that x is in the bend (horizontal) 
plane of the hyperon targetting magnet. z Is along the beam direction. and 
y is vertical ( Figure O. 

At the end of the 12 m decay region. a proportional wire chamber 
(PWCl) determines the )( and y coordinated of the decay proton trajectory. 
This chamber station need only have an active area of 5x5 cm2 and should 
provide a spatial resolution of ""200 pm in each coordinate. As an option 
we are also considering a silicon strip detector which would give 
improved spatial resolution (""50 pm). 

About 20 m downstream of PWCl we place a detector to intercept the 
Cf from the hyperon radlatfve decay. This detector consists of two parts. 
The 15 spatial coordinate will be measured by a transition radiation 
detector placed just downstream of 1 radiation length (Lr) Pb converter. 

The energy of the Cf will be measured by a lead glass calorimeter (LG1) 
just downstream of the TRD chamber. 

We e)(pect that the position of the Cf shower can be located to about 
0.5 mm by the TRO chambers and that it will be an innovative application 
of this device. We will discuss this further in a subsequent section. 

We estimate that the Cf energy can be measured to an accuracy of 
""12~/IE Cf (as achieved in E715) where ECf is the Cf energy measured in 

GeV. The spatial resolution of the lead glass array is not of major 
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importance since it 1S expected that of the TRD would have adequate. The 
off line rejection of some 11'0 events in which both photons convert in the 
lead glass could be facilitated if the blocks had adequate segmentation. 

The lead glass array and the Pb converter would be of modest size 
covering an area of ""80x80 cm2. A hole of ""lOxl0 cm2 would allow 
beam and decay protons to pass through. A second similar ?5 detector 
(LG2) intercepts those photons that pass through the beam hole of LGl 
and is located much further downstream (Figure 1). 

SOl and SD2 measure the incident hyperon angle. PWCl and PWC2 
measure the decay proton angle. Each of these measurements is done to a 
precision of ""10 jirad. Another set of chambers. PWC3 and PWC4 measure 
the proton angle after the set of three analysing magnets. We assume 
each of these magnets is a BM109 type magnet operating at 18 kG and 
acting together giving a total Pt deflection of 2.9 GeV/c. Note that we 

require only modest vertical apertures from these magnets (a inches) so 
that a magnetic field of 18 leG is reasonable. We summarize the 
parameters of the detectors. 

Detector Z Position Size Resolution 

SOl 1m 0.6)(1.0 cm2 10 jim 
SD2 4 1.3xl.3 10 
PWCl 16 5.x5. 200 
TRDl 36 60.x60. 500 (for?5) 
PbGl 39. aO.x80. 
PWC2 40 10.xl0. 200 
PWC3 46 15.)(10. 200 
PWC4 101 50.x25. 300 
PbG2 101.5 50.x50. 

Although PWCl has a modest sized active area. only a minimum of 
material can be tolerated out to an area of 25x25 cm2 since the photons 
must traverse this region. Scintillation counters necessary for a straight 
forward trigger are also indicated in Figure 1. Helium bags will be needed 
in order to achieve good missing mass resolution. 

The above geometry is for the I:+-+p?5 part of the experiment. For the 
decay 8--+E-?f. we would use the same geometry (all magnetic fields are 
reversed) except that the separation between some of the PWC's would be 
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decreased. In order to reduce the bacKgrounds from unwanted decays of 
beam r- and ::-, we may Install additional scintillation counters to reject 
low momentum charged particles from their decays. We feel that this and 
a combination of on line cuts can reduce backgrounds to an acceptable 
level. 

Beam And Polarization. We propose to use the Proton Center 
charged hyperon beam appropriately modified to target 800 GeV protons 
and transport a positive or negative secondary beam of approximately 350 
GeV/c. Our experience with E497 where we used a similar but lower 
momentum positive beam and made a precision measurement of the r+ 
magnetic moment (Ankenbrandt et al 1983) assures us that this is 
practical. 

Charged hyperon fluxes have not been measured above an incident 
proton energy of 400 GeV. However there exist rather detailed 
measurements at 400 GeV from Fermilab E497 (Cardello et al 1984). A 
recent extrapolatIon of these reSUlts to 800 GeV (JastrzemOskl 1984) Is 
shown in Figure 2 for positive particle flUXes at a Pt=1.25 GeV/c. Figure 

2 shows the postive beam composition at a distance of 10 m from the 
production target as a function of secondary momentum. We note that the 
r+ fraction is not a very strong function of the secondary momentum 
(hence Feynman x) above about "'300 GeV/c. The r+ fraction of the beam 
is about 1.5~ at 350 GeV/ c. 

Figure 3 displays the r+ polarization measurements. This figure is 
taken from Arlcerbrandt et al (1983) and includes data from Fermilab 
E497 and E620 (Wilk:lnson et al 1981). All were produced by 400 GeV 
protons. One notes that for 0.50 < Pt< 1.50 GeV/ c. the polarization is 

about 20%. Although there are no measurements of the r+ polarization at 
800 GeV. there does not appear to be a strong energy dependence to the 
hyperon polarizations (Heller 1984). However there are some indications 
that hyperon polarizations increase with increasing x (Heller 1984). The 
desire to have larger polarization by working at larger x is in opposition 
to the need of good mass resolution which decreases with higher r+ 
momentum. 

For the r+ run we will tentatively choose a working momentum of 350 
GeV/c at a Pt=1.25 GeV/c. This is at a somewhat lower Feyrman x value 

that uSl2d for E497 r+ magnetic moment measurl2ment. hence probably 
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slightly lower polarization. Going from a copper target (as used in E497) 
to one of beryllium should compensate for the loss of polarization due to 
the smaller x. We expect a polarization of about 20~ which we wouid 
confirm with a sample of r+....p1To events. 

We propose to use the same angle changing magnets as used for E497 
which allowed a :t7.5 mrad deflection of the incident 400 GeV proton 
beam. At 800 GeV this would allow an angular deflection of :t3.75 mrad. 
thus with a 350 GeV/c secondary beam providing a maximum Pt=1.3 

GeV/c. 
Figure 4 shows the expected negative fluxes at 350 GeV/c from 800 

GeV incident protons at a Pt=1.25 GeV/c (Jastrzembski. 1984). Note 

that the 3- flux at a distance of 10 m from the production target is "'2~. 
Figure 5 (Rameilca. 1981) shows the available 3- polarization data. We 
expect it to be "'10~ (112 that of r+). 

Resolution. The results presented here are the results of an 
extensive set of Monte Carlo computations for r+....PCS'. This decay has the 
more serious background problem and is the primary goal of this 
experiment. A precision measurement of both the r+ and proton 
momentum vectors are necessary since it is from them that we construct 
the missing mass which is our most Important off line tool to distinguish 
between the r+ ....p?S' and r+ ....pn° decays. 

where Pr and Pp are the r+ and proton 4-vectors. We can estimate this 

missing mass squared (MM2) resolution from the detector parameters 
tabulated above. The precision of the hyperon momentum determination 
can be computed from it's position (ax) and angle (ex) uncertainty as 

determined by the silicon strip detectors SOl and S02 as well as the 
uncertainty in the production target size (.6Xt = 0.3 mm [aD, the length of 

the magnetic channel (Zm=7.0 m). and its radius of curvature (p =350 m). 

In terms of these Quantities 
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and the uncertainty of the transverse momentum components will be 
liPK=liPy"'1.7 MeV/c and the uncertainty in liP /P "'0.15%. Thisr r 
combined with the detector position and resolution data in the previous 
table, allow us to calculate the missing mass squared error for the two 
decays. 

0mm2(rrO)=1.7 10 -3 (GeV/c)2 

0mm2('2S') =2.1 10 -3 (GeV/C)2 

With the assumption that these errors are Gaussian. we compute that the 
probability of a r+"'prroevent to be mistaken fora r+ ...p($ event is "'10 -6; 

the probability that the rro MM2 will be measured to be less than 0.005 
(GeV/c)2. This result is encouraging but certainly optimistic since there 
will likely be non-Gaussian tails to these distributions. 

At this juncture we must admit a certain uneasiness about achieving 
such very gOOd I;+ momentum resolution. A certain number of off 
mometum particles originating from interactions in the charnel walls 
will mimic trajectories coming from the target. If we can convince 
ourselves that this might be a serious background, we would propose to 
introduce a short (2-3 m) small aperture ( a few em) high field ("'45 kG) 
magnet just downstream of the hyperon target ing magnet. An additional 
sil icon strip detector between this magnet and the hyperon targeting 
magnet will serve to reject these particles off line. Since both I;+ and 
the S- have decay lengths of about 12 m at 350 GeV/c, the decay losses 
necessitated by this eKtra length could be tolerated. 

The position of the photon conversion in the TAD and energy as 
determined by the lead glass also provides important data to help 
distinguiSh these two decays. The use of coplanarity as an on line 
requirement has already been mentioned. In Figure 6a we plot the 
deviation from coplanarity of the photons from the r+ "'prro decay at their 
conversion point near the TAD. Also indicated is the expectl2d rl2solution 
of our on line coplanarity algorithm. From such a figure it is seen that an 
on line rejection of about 10 can be expected. Of course. in addition to 
coplanarity, the photon space angle, Figure 6b, provides an even more 
demanding constraint. 

http:liP/P"'0.15
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Polarization Measurement Using E+"'p11'0. To deduce ocD from 

the decay angular distribution, we must have an independent measurement 
of the ~+ polarization. We plan to do this from a sample of ~+"'prro 

decays recorded simultaneously with ~+ -+po. A systematic set of 
polarization measurements in this kinematic region of ~+ production 
would be important to the understanding of polarization phenomenology. 
We propose to do these measurements as part of this experiment. We 
remark: that the ~+"'prro reaction is particularly well suited as an analyser 
of polarization since the asymmetry parameter for this decay is almost 
maximal (oc=-0.979). 

The TRD As a Precision Spatial Gamma Detector. Our 
experience with E7l5 has demonstrated that the TRD has come of age. We 
feel that it is a device whose response is calculable and whose range of 
applicabil ity is just being realized. In this experiment we propose to use 
it as a precision spatial gamma detector. We note that when a high energy 
photon traverses lead converter (thickness of about one radiation lenght), 
most of the high energy electrons produced follow closely the initial 
photon direction. Quantatlvely, 92~ of the electrons are contained in a 
cone given by 

where Ee is the electron energy and me is its rest mass. Note that since 

the threshold energy (Figure 7. taken from Denisov, 1984) for an electron 
in our TRD is "'2.5 GeVIc, this correspondsto an angle of < 0.5 mrad. The 
angle of the TRD X-rays from these electons is given by 

so that the TRD X-rays follow the direction of the initial high energy 
photon quite closely. This means that a TRD will be mainly sensitive to 
the fast forward electon component of the electomagnetic shower. 

A Monte Carlo program which simulates electromagnetic showers (N. 
Mokhov, private communication) was used to compute the electron 
distribution after one radiation length of lead for various energies of 
photons. In Figure 8 we plot the number of electrons produced with 
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photon energies between 10 -150 GeV. Figure 9 displays the number of 
detected ionization cluster per TRD chamber as a function of incident 
photon energy. Note that we plot the response due to produced electrons 
less than 2.5 GeV and greater than 2.5 GeV separately ShowIng the 
enhanced response for the high energy electrons. This is characteristic of 
the cluster counting technique. 

The TRD geometry would consist of a one radiation length lead 
converter (with an appropriate hole for the beam) followed by four (2x, 
2y) TRD modules each with its own polypropylene radiator and Xenon 
proportional chamber. The photon detection efficiency is determined 
mainly by the thicKnes of the converter (~60~). 

The chambers would have a wire spacing of 2 mm (same as for E715) 
but able to count the number of clusters on each wire. By staggering the 
chambers by 112 of their wire spacing, tilting them about 70 to the beam 
and finding the center of gravity of the produced ionization clusters. we 
estimate that the incident photon can be located to "-0.5 mm (0) in x and 
y. Following the TRD would be a lead glass array to determine the energy 
of the incident photon. 

RATES: I+ ...pW. We expect that the charged beam will contain 
....1.5!t r+ particles. The decay r+ -+p~ represents only (1.20:!:0.13)xl0 -3 

of all r+ decays (Particle Data Group 1984). Assuming the nominal 
Tevatron duty factor (20 seconds of beam each minute) and that our 
detectors can handle 100 KHz of beam particles. one weeK of running 
(assume 50~ accelerator efficiency) will give us about 2xl05 r+ -+p~ 
decays. So there are lots of our favorite decays available: we just need a 
way to identify them. 

Let us enumerate what will be the number of decay we would expect 
for one second's worth of beam 

100,000. total particles 
2000. total r+ 
1030. r+ -+pn° 
970. r+-+nn+ 

2.4 r+-+p~ 

Let us lOOK at the 1030 r+ -+pn° events and see how their number could be 
reduced in the trigger. If we reject events where both lead glass 
detectors had a single hit. we would n~duce this to ~500 events per 
second. We feel this can be further reduced by a factor of ten with the on 

---------~ -~~~~--~~-
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line requirements on the position of the photon (see Figures 5a and 5b). 
We are thus left with a managable trigger rate from r+....pn° decays of 50 
per second. 

In Figure 10 we illustrate the clean separation we have for the two 
decays r+....p~ and r+ ....p1To before aflJ off line cuts are made. Here we 
assume that only one photon from the 1To has been detected. Additional 
criteria on momentum balance (Figure 11) and proton missing mass win 
reduce the the r+....pn° contamination by another order of magnitude. 
What is more important Is that these crIteria completely eliminate 
background arising from t+ ....pn° decays outside of our fiducial volume. 
In the Monte Carlo sample sample of 5000 t+....p~ centered about the 
gamma missing mass, we estimate a background of less than 0.1 ~. 

With a 50~ Iive time (in addition to an overall 50~ accelerator 
efficiency) we would get ""105 t+ ....p~ events in a week. If we assume a 
somewhate pessimistic detection efficiency of 25~ for these events, we 
would be able to nlcord ""25,000 events per week. This is a very 
substantial improvement over the present world sample of about one 
hundred events. 

How large an event sample do we need to measure O(~? If we assume 

our 20 ~ polarization and that 0(~=-0.70 (the present world average) we 

will need 25000 events to get LlO(~=0.055. 

RATE5: =--+I-". 
Again let us assume a total beam rate of lOOK particles per second 

and Iook at its composition 

100.000. total particles 
2000. total ::
720. ::-....I\n-;1\....n1To;1To....~?f 

?;0.34 ::-....t-~ 

We assume a ::-....r-~ branching ratio of 1.7 x 10 -4, which is the unitarity 
Jimit given by Kogan and Shifman (1983). 

Again we are faced with reducing the trigger rate from the n° 
background by about an order of magnitude. We will use the same trigger 
requirements as for the t+....p~ runs but here maflJ of the background 
photons will originate further downstream (the 1\ must also decay). 

http:0(~=-0.70
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Scintillation counters to veto the low momentum 11'- which must 
accompany the rro should also be effective to reduce this source of 
background at the trigger level. As stated previously. there is no 
kinematically similar state which would be a serious background in the 
off line analysis. With the same data taking assumption as for the r+-+po 
we should expect -3500 events in a one week run. However, we feel that 
we will probably be penalized about another factor of ten because of the 
requirement that the ~- Iive sufficiently long that we measure its 
momentum. In that case we may be down to -300 events. However, 
recall that we have used the unitarity lower limit for thea branching ratio. 

Run Strategy And Data Taking. We feel this experiment will 
require about 600 hours of accelerator time. About 200 hours will be for 
the checkout of the new spectrometer (wire chambers and silicon strip 
detectors), photon detectors (lead glass and TRD), and the trigger system 
(including the on-line processor). We would expect to set up first on the 
~+ -+p?J' decay and when we have understood its trigger and background 
problems switch over briefly to ::::--+I;-(f where we would assess the 
possibly quite different backgrounds. We estimate that the data taking on 
each reaction will be 200 hours. 
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single QuarK Transition 


ds 

u, c, t 

Rates are much too small 

Gilman and Wise (1979) Assumed rate for t+ ... pCf 

Predicted Measured 

A...n'IJ 2.2 • 10-2 1.02±0.33 • 10-3 

5-...t-'IJ 1.1 • 10-2 2.3± 1.0 • 10-4 

5·...t·'IJ 9.1 • 10-3 <7.0 • 10-2 

=·...A'IJ .&1.0 • 10-3 1.3±0.2 • 10-3 

0-...5·'11 .&1.1 • 10-2 <2.2 • 10-3 

Kogan and ShUman (1983) -The HI\, ... !1anlsm of this 
diagram cannot play an important role in wecK radiative decaus· 
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Simplist Four Quark Diagram? 


s-r;-u 
U~d 

As Applied to to the decay t+ ... p I' 

s ---.--"-- u 

u _-"",_W_ d P 
u ----u 

Can make substantial contribution to t+ ... p 7f 

but not to a- ... t-a or C- ... =- I' 

since they have to valence u quarks 


" .4. ;, ... 
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Penguin Diagrams 


w 

S -----"0f-ul.....c-~_t,---- d 

Schi fman et al (1977) 
Vainshtein et al (1978) Pointed out that the above may have 

large contributions not only to 
radiative decays but also 

Should enhance AI = 1/2 decays 

Contribute to &' in & 'It of K. 0 CP Violation 

... 4. ;. 
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Asymmetries, 

Hara (196<4) showed that elf" 0 if 

Current -current interaction 
only left handed currents 
CP invariance 
U spin summetry r... ~ ... ,. t 

Cf_ :I ••• 

If relax U sp in summetry reQL; I rement then in first order 

=+0.5 Opposite to I+ measurements! 

Recent paper by li and liu (CHU-HEP£l-O<4) showed that 
Hara's theorem not true tn gei'lral but 1i 
true for the decay I+ .. pet 



Oecays I+-tpif and::--tI-if probe different mechanisms so 

important to measure rate and (Xif for each decay 


sss 

u 

I Quark Transition Perquin WExchange 
ALL ALL All Except

:--.r-o 
Q--.:-o 

Recent Contributions 

Gaillard, lit and Rudaz, Phys. lett 18B (1985) 
Role of penguins, contributions from static 
color fields. 

Balitskii. Brawn. and KOlesnlchenko. 
Sov. J. Nucl. Ptius. 44(6) 1986 
QeD sum rules 

Pa lIe, Phys. Rev 036. (1987) 2863 
Long distance effects 
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Fluxes 800 GaY Prlmarl -._. 
:I:KJ fSeY/c 5econa." 
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E761 Measurements 


We wish to measure both the branching 
ratio and gamma asymmetry in Sigma 
and Cascade radiative decay. 

error 
Sigma radiative decay 

Branching ratio 1% (stat) 
<3% 

alpha parameter 3% 

Cascade radiative decay 

Branching ratio 1% (stat) 
<3% 

alpha parameter 10% 

events required 

Sigma -> P Gamma lOOK 

Sigma -> P Pizero 1000K 

Cascade -> Sigma Gamma 30K 

Cascade -) Lamda Pizero lOOOK 



Readout 12K Channels built and 
Electronics tested in Leningrad. 

SSDs 

TRDs 

PBG 


Controller Mods for noise .
ln progress. 

Tested in P-Center behind 
E756 during last run. 
1000/5000 channels tested 
Resolution 14 microns 
Plane eff 95% 
Track eff 98% 
Noise 0.2-1 / plane 

Built in Leningrad 
Tested at Serpukov 
1100 channels 
Resolution 1 mm 
Slight non-gaussian tails 

Rutgers Glass (4 x 4 x 14) 
72 Blocks 
Currently in E756 
Design in progress (EGS) 
Needs restacking, stands. 



PWCs 


NCAL 


DAQ (old) 

(new) 

Offline 
Software 

Built in L ningraci 
Tested in Leningrad 
4500 Wires 

E715 Neutron Calorimeter 
Need only scintillators 
use only as counter 
Needs to be turned on 

PDP 11/34 with Jorway 411 
MULTI 
Run during SSD tests 
1.4 msec/trig deadtime 
Too Slow! 

E769 1 E777 like system 
SCCs 1 RBUF 1 ACP nodes 
0.15 msec/trig deadtime 
Now being planned 

.
Environment now runnlng 
for SSD tests. 
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Experiment 777 DATA Acquisition System 


Detector readouts 
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Sigma Cascade 

Beam 100 khz 200 khz 

Trigger 2 khz 2 khz 

Livetime 70% 70% 

Geometrical Eff 40% 4% 

Reconstruction Eff 90% 90% 

Rate * BR 2.4 hz 1.0 hz 

Good event rate 0.6 hz .025 hz 

Events/week 60K 2500 

weeks needed 2 12 

Tapes (6250 bpi) 370 2200 

.week . 	 20 sec/spill x 60 spills/hour 
x 83 hours/week 

lOOK seconds of beam / week 



E 761 Requirements 
E715 

* 	 2 - 4 months in P-Center 5/ 1/83 
WITHOUT beam to build the 10/ 1/83 
experiment 

* 	 2 months checkout with 11/ 1/83 
beam 12/31/83 

* 	 3 months data taking 1/ 1/84 
2/14/84 

* 	 Must be able to see the 
signals while taking data yes 

* 	 Answers online yes 

* 	 All data on tape by the 
end the next fixed target yes 
run 

* 	Public preliminary results 
in about 6 months 10/30/84 
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